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Abstract

In this paper we present an approach for mapping RTL
structures onto FPGAs. This is in contrast to other FPGA
mapping techniques which start from boolean networks.
Each component part consists of single-hit or multi-bit
slice of one or more closely connected RTL components
and are realized using one or more CLBs. For Otis
mapping onto CLBs, primarily function decomposition is
employed. Conditions for some decompositions,
disjunctive as well as non-disjunctive, useful in the FPGA
context have been derived. As decomposition is a
computation intensive process, some necessary conditions
which are simple to check and eliminate a large
percentage of trial partitions have been evolved.

1 Introduction & Overall Approach

FPGAs are rapidly gaining popularity due to the short
design cycle time and low manufacturing cost. Recently
several different technology mapping approaches for
Look-Up-Table based FPGAs have been reported[l,2].
As a back end to High level synthesis, the above
approaches are suitable for implementing the control
part of the design only. For synthesizing the data part,
it is beneficial to take into account the iterative structure
of data part modules. Further, there are some
advantages in aligning CLB boundaries to RTL module
boundaries for improving testability and enhancing
modularity. In this paper, we present FAST (FPGA
Targeted RTL Structure Synthesis Technique), an
approach which directly realizes an RTL structure (of
data part) in terms of FPGAs. Each RTL module is
viewed as consisting of bit slices. Closely connected bit
slices of different modules are considered together and
mapped onto one or more logic blocks. At each stage an
attempt is made to maximally utilize the logic block. As
the mapping requires decomposition of boolean circuits
driven by logic block architecture, we present a novel
decomposition technique which employs some fast
heuristics to speed up the decomposition process.

Input to our mapper is an RTL structural description
and output is an optimized network of CLBs. The input

network is represented as a directed graph G where
each node represents a register or a functional module
(ALU, Mux, etc.). A node is considered to be an array
of single-bit or multi-bit slices. The slice width is not
decided a-priori, rather it is decided dynamically during
the technology mapping process. We refer to this as soft-
slicing. The slice width across the network may not be
uniform. We use fan-in(v) to denote the set of fanins of
node v. For a node v in the network, we define an m-
cone rooted at v as a subgraph consisting of v and its
predecessors such that any path connecting a node in
this subgraph and v lies entirely in the subgraph and
|fan-in(v)| < m. An m-cone is a realizable cone (for a
particular device type) if it can be realized by a single
CLB of that device. Realizability check requires
considering number of inputs, number of outputs,
number of flipflops as well as the internal structure of
the CLB.
Our mapping approach involves two major steps:
• Identification of candidate m-cones
• Checking whether a candidate m-cone is realizable.
For identification of candidate m-cones we traverse the
network G backwards starting from the primary
outputs/register inputs towards the primary
inputs/register slice outputs. The soft-slicing is
accomplished at this stage. The slicing is based on many
parameters like the RTL module type, CLB structure
and network topology. For checking the realizability of
candidate m-cones , the most complex task is to ensure
that the sliced function can be mapped to the internal
structure of the CLB. This is accomplished by checking
whether the function can be appropriately decomposed.
Fig. 1 shows two six variable functions Fj and F2 and a
CLB structure onto which these are to be mapped. The
function Fl is realizable by decomposing it into functions
h, 1 and g, as shown in the figure, whereas F2 is not. An
efficient method for realizability tests is presented in the
next two sections.

2 Conditions for Decomposition

Among the decomposition techniques employed by
FPGA mapping systems, Roth-Karp[3] is the most
versatile but suffers from high computation complexity.
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The complexity arises due to the fact that all possible
combinations of variables have to be exhaustively
checked for decomposition. In this section we present a
decomposition technique which is much faster than
Roth-Karp decomposition. Observing that in data part
designs almost all the logic encountered is completely
specified, we consider only completely specified
functions. Our method exploits this assumption and uses
only on-set of the function in contrast to Roth-Karp
method which requires on-set as well as off- set.

Let F(x1pt2, ^ be a completely specified function
with input variables set X={x1,x2, .XjJ. Let L and R
be two subsets of X representing a trial partition of
variables in set X. Partitioning of X into L and R may
lead to decomposition of F. The decompositions
considered are shown in fig. 2. Such decompositions are
possible only if variables in L and R sets can be encoded
in fewer bits, typically 1 or 2. The decomposition is
called disjunctive if Ln R = a and otherwise, non-
disjunctive. Any minterm of variables in X can be
divided into an L-part and an R-part (referred to as L-
cubes and R-cubes respectively). Let a (B) be the set of
all L-cubes(R-cubes). Viewing each minterm as a pair of
a L-cube and a R-cube, we can write ONSET c L x R .
Let aON(^ON) be the set of L-cubes (R-cubes) in the
ONSET. Now, we define s, a mapping from cubes of set
a to subsets of B and from cubes of set B to subsets of
set a.

a) = { b e B | <a,b> e ONSET }, V a e a
" = { a € a | <a,b> e ONSET }, V b e B

We define S, a similar mapping from subsets of ct to
subsets of B and vice-versa.

= u s(a), V a i c a , S ^ ) = u s(b), V 8xc B

aea, beB,
The function F can be visualized as a bipartite graph
G(FR

L) with two types of nodes representing L-cubes
and R-cubes, and edges representing minterms of F. To
decompose the function, we examine the members of set
aON . Consider a^ and a2 such that a O N = at u a2 and
ax n a2 = e>. It is obvious that S(a :) u S ^ ^ = BON. On
further examining S(cc^) and S(a2), we have the
following three cases:

Case (i) S(ax) n S(a2) = a
Case (ii) S(aa) n S(a2) * <z> and

V b e ( S ( a 1 ) n S ( a 2 ) ) , s ( b ) = a O N

Case (iii) Neither Case (i) nor Case (ii) holds.
Decomposition is possible in cases (i) and (ii) only.

Case (i) : In this case we develop conditions for
disjunctive decompositions. Let Bl = S(a1) and
B2 = S(a2). Decomposition conditions are

V a e alf s(a) = Bx and V a e a2, s(a) = B2
V b e Bx, s(b) = a t and V b e B^ s(b) = a 2

In other words, these conditions imply that G(FR
L) will

have two disconnected components where each is a
complete bipartite graph as shown in fig. 3. In case a O N

is equal to ct we need only one bit encoding(m=l) to
distinguish between 0^ and a2. Otherwise, we need at
least two bits(m=2) to distinguish between 0^ (those
connected to Bj), a2 (those connected to B2) and those
that do not belong to Q!ON. Similar reasoning with B's
decides n.

Case (ii) : In this case both disjunctive and non-
disjunctive decompositions are feasible. We define Bj
and B2 as B1=S(a1) - B3, B2=S(a2) - B3 where B3 =
Sfai) n 8(0:^. Conditions for decomposition are
V a e o l s s(a) = 8(04) and V a e a2, s(a) = S ^
Further, V b e Bls s(b) = Ctv V b e B2, s(b) = a2 and

Vb e B3, s(b) = a l u a2 = a O N

In other words, these conditions imply that G(FR
L)

consists of three complete subgraphs, one with nodes of
ax and B1, one with nodes of a2 and B3 and third with
nodes of 0^, a2 and B3 (fig. 4). In some cases, it is
possible to realize these functions by augmenting the R
variable set with one variable from L variable set. The
additional condition for such a non-disjunctive
decomposition is as follows :
3 veL I V a lea 1 ( V a2ea2 , f(v,ax) • f(v,a2) = 1
where the function f(v,a) is defined to be equal to 1 if
the variable v 6 L appears in uncomplemented form in
a, and 0 otherwise. Here, a cube is looked upon as a set
of literals. This implies that the graph G (FR ) of fig.
5(a) can be transformed into a graph with two
disconnected components, each of which is complete
(fig. 5(b)). The circuit realizations is similar to fig. 4
except that the variable v would be an input to both
function generators h and 1.

3 Heuristics for Generating Promising
Trial Partitions of Variables

The procedure described above requires checking
computationally intensive conditions for all the trial
partitions of the variable set. To speed up this process
we develop some simple conditions which are necessary
though not sufficient for trial partitions to satisfy. First
we state the objective of the heuristics developed in this
section. Given a set of variables X and a function F (fig.
6(a)) identify a subset Y , which can possibly be
encoded by a function generator in 1-bit or 2-bits (fig.
6(b)). These heuristics, based on analysing the structure
of graph G(FX.Y

Y), can be employed to identify the
potential L set(s), R set(s) or even for extracting a
subset of variables from the input set of a larger cone
for mapping to a CLB. The crucial characteristic of
these graphs is that the Y-cubes or (X-Y) cubes divide
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into 2 or 3 sets. The degree of all the nodes in the same
set is identical. This observation would form the basis of
the conditions to be developed in this section. It may be
noted that the checks based on the degree of the cubes
would result in conditions which are necessary but not
sufficient. We first introduce the notion of cube
connectivity numbers. Let m = | Y | and M = 2m .
Variables of set Y can form M different cubes say
CQ, ,Cm-i > where the index denotes their usual decimal
equivalent.

Let cube connectivity number Q i j Y = number of times
the cube Cj appears in minterms of F. CnjY is equal to
the degree of the node corresponding to cube c ; in
G(F x _y ). First we will develop heuristics for identifying
a potential m-variable set Y from the n-variable set X.
From fig. 6, if Y is to form the L set with 1-bit
encoding, it is possible only when there are not more
than two distinct integers among Cn^ values. i.e.,

•* M - l
I U { CniY } 1 < 2 (1)

i = 0
The argument for 2-bit encoding would be similar except
that now we would allow a maximum of four distinct
integers among Ciij's. As generating these cube
connectivity numbers C n ^ ' s for all possible Y's(subsets
of X) is itself time consuming when X is large, we
develop a method for examining cube connectivity
numbers of a small Y and deciding whether it can be
part of a larger trial set Z. For this purpose we develop
a relationship between cube connectivity numbers of Y
and Z. We observe that i t h cube of Y forms a part of
2i t h and ( 2 i + l ) t h cubes of Z. Here the sets Y and Z are
viewed as ordered sets, without any loss of generality.
For example, let Y = <v1 ,v2> and Z = < v^v^u >.
The 2nd cube of Y (viz. v ^ ' ) forms part of 4th and 5th
cubes of Z (viz. v1v2 'u' and v ^ ' u ) . Therefore,

= Cn2i C2 i+1 for i=0, M-l
For variables of Z to be encoded in 1 bit, from
condition (1), | {Cno2,Cnj2, , C n ^ / } | < 2
Suppose CnjZs' map to the two possibly distinct non-
negative integers pj and p^ Then, each of the Cn;

consisting of sum of two Cnj s' should be equal to 2pj,
Pl+P2> or 2p2- This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem : An m variable set Y = <v1,v2 ,vm.1> can
be a part of m + 1 variable set Z = < v ^ , v ,^ , u>
which leads to 1-bit encoding, only if
3 P l , P2 > 0 | Cni

Ye{2p1)p1 + p2,2p2}, V i = O,..,M-1

Interestingly, this condition depends only on cube
connectivity numbers of Y and independent of choice of
variable ueZ-Y. Significance of this observation is that
if Y does not meet this condition, then for any u,

variables of Z cannot be encoded in 1 bit. Similarly it is
possible to examine if a set of m variables Y, can form
part of a (m+2) variable set Z which can be encoded in
1 bit in F.

As an example, consider the function Fj in fig. l(a).
Each entry in the partition matrix shows the four cube
connectivity numbers CiijY, i=0,..,3 associated with each
two variable subset of the input variable set (fig. 7).
Each entry of this matrix is checked to see which pairs
of variables can form a part of 3 variable set leading to
a decomposition. This process picks up pairs <b,f>,
<b,d>, <c,e> and <d,f> (marked y/) for further
consideration and rejects the rest(marked x). Clearly
<b,d,f> is the only potential candidate for
decomposition. On checking the necessary and sufficient
condition for decomposition described in section 2, this
set indeed leads to decomposition.

4 Results and Conclusion

The technique presented in this paper is unique in terms
of its ability to map RTL structures onto FPGAs. For
GCD example (HLS Benchmark) mapping using FAST
requires 96 CLBs in XILINX XC2000, 56 CLBs in
XC3000 and 40 CLBs in XC4000 family devices whereas
direct mapping onto FPGAs using XACT software[4]
requires 10% to 20% more CLBs. Table 1 lists the
speedup FAST achieves over Roth-Karp for some of the
Logic Synthesis benchmarks. In each case, the multi-
output functions were viewed as multiple single output
functions as our technique is currently applicable to only
single output functions. From each benchmark example,
we have selected functions of 5 to 9 variables. Nearly
82.1% of these functions were identified to be
decomposable by FAST. Again for decomposable
functions the average speedup over Roth-Karp was
nearly 46.86 and for nondecomposable functions, to
conclude that they were nondecomposable the average
speedup was 21.25.
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Bench-
marks

9symml

z4ml

apex7

misexl

X2

example2

# of
func-
tions

19

4

19

5

4

16

Decomposable

# of
func-
tions

16

4

18

5

4

8

Speedup

56.70

14.64

54.05

56.73

63.46

12.61

Non-decomposable

# of
func-
tions

3

-

1

-

-

8

Speedup

65.33

-

2.16

-

-

7.11

Table 1 Speedup of FAST over Roth-Karp for Benchmark designs


